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Congressional Hearings On Steroids In Baseball Otb Congressional Hearings on Steroids in Baseball Congressional Hearings on Steroids in Baseball The Committee now has seven subcommittees responsible for the same jurisdiction previously covered by 3 full committees and 14 subcommittees This consolidation has resulted in hundreds of millions of dollars in budget savings and a nearly 50 percent cut in staff Congress Opens Hearings on Steroid Use in Baseball Congress Opens Hearings on Steroid Use in Baseball The committee’s hearings will come in four different panel sessions In the first one they heard from United States Senator Jim Bunning of Kentucky a major league player for 17 years and a member of Hall of Fame Baseball’s Steroid Hearings NPR Baseball’s Steroid Hearings Congress hears testimony about use of performance enhancing drugs in Major League Baseball Current and past stars testify including former home run king Mark McGwire Congressional Hearings on Steroids in Baseball In the continuing war on drugs in baseball Thursday’s Congressional hearings sought and found a new low Instead of facts we got emotional appeals of dubious quality Instead of getting facts onto the record any attempt at a substantive discussion was shouted down by politicians more interested in their meaningless memories and ESPN face time than they were in advancing the debate BASEBALL STATISTICS IN THE STEROIDS ERA DSPACE Congressional hearings and one very prominent probe by a former senator The days of debating whether steroids should be allowed in sports have long passed us virtually all professional sports organizations do not condone their use Congress Calls Baseball’s Steroid Policy Misleading The Congress Calls Baseball’s Steroid Policy Misleading Olympic athletes are suspended for two years for a first positive drug test Senator John McCain Republican of Arizona who was chairman of the Commerce Committee when it held hearings about baseball and steroids last year also wrote Selig and Fehr on Wednesday criticizing the actual steroid policy The Mitchell Report the illegal use of steroids in major Book Printed Material The Mitchell Report the illegal use of steroids in major league baseball day 2 hearing before the Committee on Oversight and Government Reform House of Representatives One Hundred Tenth Congress second session February 13 2008 Performance enhancing drugs in baseball a timeline Feb 11 2009 Tejada becomes the first high profile player convicted of a crime stemming from baseball’s steroids era pleading guilty in federal court to misleading Congress about the use of Baseball Has A Day of Reckoning In Congress Baseball Has A Day of Reckoning In Congress The hearing came as baseball struggles to come to terms with what it admits is a steroid problem Bonds showed them acknowledging steroid use Now Batting Hearings in Congress on Steroids The New A hearing into steroid use last Thursday as well as the one scheduled for this Thursday have their roots in a long history of congressional concern with baseball
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